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Immune cells, 
including dendritic cells,
can eat and process viruses.

They can then pick
components of the virus

to show and teach
other immune cells

what to look for!

T cells require this
“education” so they can
identify and neutralize

virus infected cells.

T cells in a good
response form into Type 

I T cells that are 
e�ective for anti-
viral functions.

T cells receive
their instructions 

from the cytokines
present in the area.

B cells are then
activated. They act

as antibody-producing
factories. Antibodies

can directly neutralize
virus or stick to infected

signals to signal for
killing.
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   Coronaviruses are RNA viruses that are about 100-160nm in diameter.
            That is about 100x smaller than a cell! Their RNA genome is the 
                  blueprint to create more coronaviruses once inside a host 
                     cell. This includes structural proteins; the envelope 
                              glycoprotein spike (S), envelope (E) membrane (M) and 
                                 nucleocaspid (N). The RNA genome also includes the 
                                 machinery required to replicate the viral genome 
                                including 16 non-structural proteins. 

Each persion infected
will spread the virus

to 1.7-1.9 people

Each person infected 
will spread the virus

to 2-2.5 people

Each person infected
will spread the virus

to 0.7 people
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You can be infected for 2-7 days 
before symptoms appear

You can be infected for 2-14 days 
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        Viral RNA is released into
         the cell where it instructs
the creation of proteins for viral
replication and packaging. 
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     The spike proteins on 
     SARS-COV & SARS-COV2  

bind to the ACE2 receptors on 
cells lining the respiratory tract.
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BUILDING IMMUNITY THROUGH IMMUNE MEMORY
Some immune cells develop with the sole purpose of persisting - survive and replicating for as long as they can. This includes
memory T and B cells. These cells stay within circulation surveying for that same virus they fought to show up again. 
While we don’t understand how memory functions against all coronaviruses, studies have shown that memory T cells 
were present in patients for up to 6 years after SARS-COV infection. Immune memory is the concept that describes 
why vaccines can be extremely useful - introducing the immune system to parts of a virus without putting in 
any active or live viruses.

Natural killer cells are
a type of innate 

immune cell that can 
sense when a cell is
infected with a virus 

and kill it. 

Other immune cells, 
including T cells and
B cells are attracted 

to areas of inflammation 
signalled by the IFNs

Virally infected cells
also release cytokines,

but coronavirus
can block this production!

Innate immune cells, 
including macrophages

dendritic cells and
neutrophils, can recognize

viruses and neutralize 
them. One way they do 

this is by eating the virus.

In response, they release
cytokine molecules to
initiate inflammation to
call for additional help!

They also have
fewer or weaker T cells 
and B cells responses.

Asthma
Chronic kidney disease being treated with dialysis

Chronic lung disease
Diabetes

Hemoglobin Disorders
Immunocompromised

Liver disease
People aged 65 years and older

People in nursing homes or long-term care facilities
Serious heart conditions

Severe obesity

RISK FACTORS

People with poor immune
systems have fewer

immune cells 

Coronavirus is still
able to block

cytokines and evade
the immune system. 

There are fewer 
signalling cytokines

in these individuals.
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Immune cells, 
including dendritic cells,
can eat and process viruses.

They can then pick
components of the virus

to show and teach
other immune cells

what to look for!

T cells in a 
compromised response

form into Type 2 T cells
that are not e�ective 
for anti-viral functions. B cells take longer 

to activate or may
not be e�ectively
activated at all.

T cells require this
“education” so they can
identify and neutralize

virus infected cells.

T cells receive
their instructions 

from the cytokines
present in the area.

2          The RNA genome is used
          as a template to make
thousands of new copies of
the virus genome. 

         Once the virus is properly
          packaged, many copies
of the virus are released. These 
can go on to infect other cells. 
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Coronavirus can block the
production of IFNs as a way

to evade the immune system. Natural killer cells are
a type of innate 

immune cell that can 
sense when a cell is
infected with a virus 

and kill it. 

Other immune cells, 
including T cells and
B cells are attracted 

to areas of inflammation 
signalled by the IFNs
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Immune cells, 
including dendritic cells,
can eat and process viruses.

They can then pick
components of the virus

to show and teach
other immune cells

what to look for!

T cells require this
“education” so they can
identify and neutralize

virus infected cells.

T cells in this situation
form into Type I T cells

that are e�ective for
anti-viral functions.

T cells determine
their specific roles

based on the cytokines
present in the area.

B cells are then
activated. They act

as antibody-producing
factories. Antibodies

can directly neutralize
virus or stick to infected

signals to signal for
killing.
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